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ABSTRACT 

For the determination of two-dimensional calibration curves (e.g. 

in tank calibration procedures) or of three-dimensional calibration 

equations (e.g. for the calibration of NDA equipment for enrichment 

measurements) one performs measurements under well chosen conditions, 

where all observables of interest (inclusive the values of the 

standard material) are subject to measurement uncertainties. 

Moreover correlations in several measurements may occur. 

This document describes the mathematical-statistical approach to 

deteimine the values of the model parameters and their covariance 

matrix, which fit best to the mathematical model for the calibration 

equation. 

The formulae are based on the method of generalized least squares 

whers the term generalized implies that nor.-linear equations in the 

unknown parameters and also covariance matrices of the measurement 

dato of the calibration can be taken into account. 

In 'lie general case an iteration procedure is required. 

No iteration is required when the model is linear in the parameters 

and the covariance matrices for the measurements of co-ordinates 

of the calibration points are proportional to each other. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Also in safeguards applications one has the situation that 
calibration relations for a measurement instrument or a measurement 
procedure have to be determined. 
A well known problem is the determination of a calibration cure, which 
implies the determination of the parameters of an algebraic expression 
(of linear, quadratic, cubic or exponential type) by measurements, in 
which both the instrument response and the absolute value of the quan
tity of interest have measurement uncertainties. As example one could 
think of the calibration of an input accountability tank in a repro
cessing plant, as described by Franssen for RITCEX [l]. 
Another example for a calibration curve refers to the non-destructive 
assay of low enriched uranium by means of PHONID-III, a photoneutron 
interrogation device, where an aquation of the type у=ax is used (see 
Dell'Oro [2]). 
In some cases one has the problem of a three-dimansional calibration 
relation, in which the quantity of interest can be expressed as a 
linear or nearly linear function of a "signal" measurement and a "noise" 
measurement. As example one could think of the calibration of an enrich
ment meter, with which the absolute value of the 235U enrichment is 
derived from the counting rate of the 186 keV gamma-ray peak due to 2 3 5U, 
and from the background counting rate (as described by Ligget [3] for 
the SAM-II enrichment meter). 

We will consider here the following two cases: 
- the determination of a calibration curve in two-dimensional space; 
- the determination of a calibration equation in three-dimensional 

space, which is linear in the parameters. 
In both cases it is assumed that covariance matrices for the measurement 
results involved in the calibration procedure are available and have to 
be taken into account. 
The mathematical procedure described is a further development of earlier 
work on the generalized least squares principle for straight line 
fitting [A]. 

It should be remembered that if the measurement uncertainties obey the 
normal distribution of Laplace-Gauss, the least squares principle yields 
the same results as the maximum likelihood principle, even when the 
calibration equation is non-linear in the parameters [5]. 
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Linear least squares estimates of the parameters are unbiased, if at 

least the starting data are free from systematic deviations and if the 

chosen mathematical model for the relation between the observables is 

correct. In practical situations the calibration equation shows in 

good approximation a linear relation, so that then the estimates are 

in good approximation unbiased. 
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2. NOTATION 

(x£, yj, Z£> co-ordinates of a measurement point P^ • 

(Ci» п:, C-) co-ordinates of the corresponding "true" point, which 
satisfies exactly the calibration equation, 

a, b, с best fitting values of the parameters (coefficients in 
a linear expression). 

a, 0, у "true" values for these parameters. 
D-u > ̂ 32' c best fitting coefficients for the regression plane of 

z on x and y. 
631, $32> Y "true" value for these coefficients. 
£ vector of parameters. 

p° first estimate for p in a non-linear model. 

p* vector of parameters in a linearized model, 

n number of measurement points, 

к number of parameters. 
A_ vector of Lagrangean multipliers. 
2 unit vector. 
V(x),V(y),V(z) covariance matrices for the observations X£,yj_,Z£ in the 

calibration experiment. 

W=Y~'(x) weighting matrix for the xj values. 

W2=V~'(y) weighting matrix for the y^ values. W2=V' 

W3=V~'(z) weighting matrix for the z£ values. 

W* generalized weighting matrix. 

d* generalized deviation vector. 

xc,yc,zc (generalized) centre of gravity. 

S (generalized) sum of squares. 

(> vector of derivatives of F with respect to С in n points. 
G (n»p) matrix of derivatives of F with respect to p in 

n points. 

Note: Underlined quantities denote vectors, and double underlined quan
tities denote matrices. 
Overlined quantities refer to the co-ordinate system in which the 
centre-of-gravity is the origin. 
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3. BEST FITTING CALIBRATION CURVE 

3.1. Mathematical model 

Let us consider n measurement points (x-.y^) through which we will try 

to fit a curve n=F(£), which function is dependent on к parameters 
Р|,...р^, which have to be determined. The measured co-ordinates x^ 
and y£ deviate with random measurement uncertainties from the true 
points (C^.nj), which are situated exactly on the curve л "F(C). 
Let V(x) and V(y) denote the covariance matrices of the measurements 
for the co-ordinates of the points. The calibration curve can be de
scribed with one of various algebraic expressions, such as 

П = a + 6C 
n = a + B£ + YC2 

П = «C3 

ВС n = a.e 
fir n - a.e ' + yE, + S 

If the function F(£) contains the к parameters in a linear way, one can 
determine the к unknowns with a generalized linear least squares procedure. 
If, however, the algebraic expression which describes the functional rela
tion between the true values for the abscissae and the ordinates contains 
the unknown parameters in a non-linear way, one generall/ tries to 
linearize the problem by means of a Taylor expansion series. This ap
proach then requires some starting values for the unknown parameters, in 
order to solve the problem by an iteration procedure. In fact, the whole 
procedure becomes in this way an adjustment procedure, since the starting 
values of the parameters have to be adjusted by taking into account the 
given information for the covariance matrices V(x) and V(y). 
This document describes the general approach for the non-linear problem which, 
of course, comprises also the approach for the linear problem. 

Since the true points with co-ordinates (Sf,ni) fall exactly on the 
calibration curve, we have the following constraint condition 

n - F(C,p,,...pk) • 0 . 

Sometimes there are additional conditions for the parameters; these con
ditions then express some further constraints. 
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An example of such further constraints can be the condition a 2+b 2 = 1, 

if a and b denote the direction cosines of a straight line (i.e. the 

cosines of the angles between the normal to the line and the X and Y axis, 

respectively). 

If the function F(£,Pi,..«P^) is a non-linear function in the unknown 

parameters p-, we expand this function in a Taylor series around the 

values p° (available or derived from approximative estimates), and trun

cate this expansion after first order terms. 

In order to have a convenient notation, we introduce the following 

abbreviations: 

yxi) = 
3F 

£.=x. 
l l 

G (x.) = vector with elements G (x^) 

(Go).. 

SP° 

= 

ЭР(££,Р, , - - .Р к ) 

I 3 P J J C.=x. 
l l 

Pi-Pj 
= matrix with elem ents ( 

'p°J 

= p-p 

We can now write the truncated Taylor series expansion as follows 

F(£,p,,...pk) = F(e,p°,...p°) + gpO-P* - F°(£) + G Q.p* 

A similar series expansion is introduced if the function F(£,p.,...p. ) 

is a non-linear function in the parameter £. We then write 

F(C.Pj pk) = F(x,pj,...pk) + G (x).(C-x) . 

We assume that the estimates p. are good approximations, so that terms 

containing second and higher order terms may be neglected. 

If the calibration curve is to be applied after its establishment, to 

predict the values for у corresponding to particular values of x, we take 
the following mathematical equation for the calibration curve 

n - F(S,p,,...Pk) 

where it is noted that the coefficient of the observable n is essentially 
equal to unity. 
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3.2. Minimization procedure 

In order to find the best fitting values for the к parameters p., and 
for their covariance V(p), we minimize the following generalized least 
squares expression, where Lagrangean multipliers are introduced to take 
into account the constraint conditions. 

S = (x-p T.W r(x-p + (x-n)T-W2.(l[-n) +2XT.[(n-F(C,P1,...pk)] 

where W =V (x) and W ?= V (y) are the inverses of the covariance 
matrices of the observations of the co-ordinates of the n points, and 
X is a vector of Lagrangean multipliers. 

We will put the derivatives of S to the various parameters equal to zero. 

3S T T 
= 0 -»• X .G = 0 or equivalently G . X = 0 3Pj " -P =P " ~ 

Ц - 0 - n-F(C,p,,...Pk) = 0 

|| = 0 - £ = x + W~'.G£ Л , where G* = <£(5.p) 

3S n IT-1 л 

Substitution of these expressions for E, and ц in the constraint conditions 
_r̂ -F(̂ ,p.,.. .p, ) yields the relations 

-1 - I T 
2-W .A = F(x+Wj -G ,A,P],...pk) 

We now expand the right hand side expression in a Taylor series and trun
cate after first order terms 

T% '1 = F(x.P],...pk) + Gf(W~ .GJ.^) 

or 
rF(x,Pj,...pk) -(Wj,+GC.WJ,.GT).X 

We now introduce the abbreviation W* for the compound weighting matrix 
by means of the definition 

(W*)"1 = [W^'+G^W"1.^] 
It should be realized that W* = W*(5.g). 
The generalized weighting matrix W* is by virtue of its definition a square 

T symmetric matrix, so that W* = (W*) . 
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This gives 

у - F(x,pr..pk) = (W*)~ .*_ 

Furthermore we use the abbreviation d for the deviation vector 

d = у - F(x,pr...pk) , 

This leads to 

d = (W*)"1 Л or X. = W*.d . 

The Lagrangean multipliers are therefore related to a weighted deviation 
vector. 
We now substitute the relation A = W*.[y-F(x,p.,...p, )] in the conditions 

T G .A = 0 . 
=P ~ 

This gives 

gJ.W*.[y-F(x,Pl , . . .pk)] = 0 

Now a Taylor expansion around p=p° i s i n t r o d u c e d . 

GT .W*.[y-F°(x)-G .p*] = 0 where F°(x) = F ( x . p ° ) 

[GT .W*.Gol.p* = GT .W*[y-F°(x)] . 
=P - =P "P = ~ 

We introduce a deviation vector, based on initial estimates p. 

d* = у - F(x,p°,...p?) . 

This gives 

This is a generalized system of normal equations. It is, however, based 
on the choice of some initial estimates for the parameters p° and E,. 

These values are then used to have first estimates for G (f,,p) and 
W*(C,p) by means of G (x,p ) and W*(x,p ), respectively. 
The system comprises к inhomogeneous equations linear in the к unknowns 
p1\...p£. The system can be solved by means of procedures, well known in 

numerical analysis. 
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3.3. The solution 

The solution can be written as 

p* = [GT.W*.G Г 1 . [GT.W*.d*] - -P = =P -p « -

For the calculation of the covariance matrix for the parameters p* we use, 
after convergence has been reached, the following formula 

V(p*) = [GT.W*.G ]"' =P = =P 

To start the iteration one could, for instance, take initially the weight 
matrix W* equal to the unit matrix I. Also one could start the iteration 
with W* =W*(x,p°). 

The solution,which is obtained when a non-linear model equation is linear
ized, may not be an exact solution of the model equation. This sounds more 
serious than it is in practice. Stallmann [6] points out, that the main 
goal of this type of procedures is to find estimates for the unknown para
meter within uncertainty limits which are consistent with the original 
uncertainties of the measured values. By means of a few iterations one 
generally obtains a solution which is consistent with the calibration 
equation. There is, however, no guarantee that the process is convergent. 
Failure to convergence may be due to one or more of the following reasons 
[6]. 
- the initial values for the model parameters are poorly chosen; 
- the measured values are strongly inconsistent (i.e. they have non-
negligible systematic deviations); 

- the model equation has a strong non-linear character; 
- the equation is an inadequate model for the actual situation. 

In the first case a better choice of initial values may help. 
In the other cases the assumptions of a least squares fitting procedure 
(if necessary in a linearized approach) are no longer valid, and the 
results will be questionable even if a consistent solution can be obtained 
by some means. 
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3.4. Generalized sums of squares 

The general definition of the generalized sums of squares is 

S = (x-I)T.Wj.(x-p + (y-n)T.W2.(y-n) + 2^
T.[rrFa,Pl,...pk)] 

We substitute in this expression 

<*~P = -W^.G^.A and (x-pT = -^.GJ.WJ 1 

(y-n) = W~'.A_ and (y-n)T = h*.^ • 

This gives for the minimum value of S the relation 

S . = (^.G-.WT1) . W,.(w7'.Gr.A) + (XT.W",).W_.(W",.X) mm — —c, = i =i =i — t, — — -L =£ —i. — 

T — I T T - 1 
= A .(Gr.W .Gr).\ + A \ ( W ').A 

— —% = -t, — — =£ — 

T - 1 T - 1 T - 1 
= r . ( G .W - G S W 2 )._A = A.\(W*) ._A 

S . = AT.d = d.W*.d mm — — — = — 

The minimized value of the generalized sum of squares of deviations can 

be expressed in terms of the deviations vector tl = [y-F(x)] (based on 

input values x. and y. and adjusted values for the parameters) and of 

the Lagrangean multiplier vector \. This means that, aftar reaching the 

solution, in principle it is not necessary to calculate separately the 

parameters Ц and the quantities (x^-f^) and (у^-П^). 
In practice, this formula for the generalized sum of squares is less 
suited, since often it involves small differences between two large num
bers, and large rounding errors can give incorrect results. Often it is 
more accurate to calculate S from the squares of individual deviations. 
In case that all the deviations are distributed according to the law of 
Laplace-Gauss, the value of S will obey the chi-square distribution of 
Helmert-Pearson with n-k degrees of fieedom. 
Therefore a chi-square test is then allowed to test the model assumptions, 
if at least one may assume that the deviations in the X- and in the Y-
direction follow the normal distribution of Laplace-Gauss. 
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3.5. Formulae for variances 

The theory for non-linear least squares (see e.g. [5] or [7]), applied 
to the case considered here, leads to the following result for the ex
pression of the variance of the solution parameters. 

If the generalized normal equations have the following representation for 
the unknown parameter p* 

[GT.W*.G ].p* = [GT.W*.d*] =p = =p _ =p = -

then the solution can be written generally as 

P* = P-P = [GT.W*.G ]"' . [GT.W*.d] — *- *-o =p = =p =p = -

The best fitting parameters are therefore 

E = E 0
 + 2* • 

The covariance matrix for the parameters p will have the form 

V(p) = V(p*) = [C*.W*.G Г ' . 
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4. BEST FITTING CALIBRATION PLANE 

4.1. Mathematical model 

The calibration problem to be considered here establishes a linear rela

tion between three observable quantities, while also the three covariance 

matrices have to be taken into account. The calibration relation, once 

established, will serve to predict one of the variables (say O» based 

upon measurements of the two other variables (£ and n). 

We consider the following model, which is linear in the unknowns: 

I = 83,.^ +
 ез2'Д + Y"I » 

where it should be noted that the coefficient of _£ is essentially equal 
to unity. The Lagrangean multipliers are based on the vector relation 

I " B3ri ' В32'Д " Y-I = ° -

The expression to be minimized takes the form 

S = [ (x-pT.W,. (x-p ] + [ (y-n)T.Wr (у-ц) ] + [ (£-£)T.Wr (z-O ] 

+ 2^т.и-в31.§.-е32-д-ул] . 

The least squares solution for the parameters g_., P.,- ancl Y will be denoted 
by b_.tb.j2 and c. Putting the derivatives of S with respect to the various 
parameters involved equal to zero leads to a series of conditions 

p = 0 - AT.I = 0 

9 S = 0 - AT.C = 0 36 31 

ЭВ 
9 S = о - XT.n - 0 32 
3S 
__ = о -> £-b3].£ - b32-n- с Л = О 

|| = 0 -> Wj.(x-0 + b 3 | Л - 0 -> £ « x+b-j.W"1 Л 

у| - 0 -> W2. (у-д) + b 3 2 Л » 0 •* п = у + b32.W~' Л 

|| = О > W3- (£-£) - ^ * 0 ^ £ = £- w"1 Л 

http://b_.tb.j2
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Substitution of the expressions for ̂ , д and z_ in the constraint condi
tion leads to 

(z.-W~'.A) -b^.Oc+.^j.WJ1 Л ) -b32.(y+b32.W2'.X_) -c.I = 0 

(£-Ь31.х-Ьз2.у-сЛ) = % ' +b31.WJ,+b32.W3
1) . A_ 

We introduce a new weighting matrix W*, defined by the relation 

-1 - 1 2 - 1 2 -I 
(w*) = (w3' +b31.w)

,+b32.w2') . 
Thus (£_b3i).x-b32.X- c.I) = (И*)_,Л . 
This W* matrix can be estimated on the basis of first estimates of the 
parameters b_ and b__. It will be clear, that in this way only an 
approximative solution can be reached, and that an iteration procedure 
is required. 
The required weighting matrix is the reason that an iteration procedure 
is necessary. 

We introduce also an abbreviation for the deviation vector 

d= (£-b» .x-b32.y -c.I) . 

With this notation one can write 

d = (W*ï-1л or \ = W*.d 
A = W*(£-b3).x-b32.y_- c.I) 

T 
We substitute this expression of ̂  in the condition _I Л = 0 and obtain 

UT.w*.£] - b3ru
T.w*.x] - b32.tl

T.w*.y] - c.UT.w*.i_] - о . 

We def ine now the co -ord inates of the genera l ized centre of grav i ty as 

f o l l o w s . 

y c = [IT-W*.y] . [ 1 Т . М * Л ] _ 1 

Thus we have the r e l a t i o n 

z - b-i i .x - b . 0 . y - с = 0 . с Л с 32 ' с 

The last condition can be stated as follows'. 
The plane fitting best to a series of measurement points (xi,yj,Z{) goes 
through the generalized centre of gravity. 
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4.2. Generalized centre of gravity 

Ue take advantage of this property and perform a transformation of co
ordinates, by which the centre of gravity becomes the new origin. 
We define 

1 
x = x - xc.I j 

2 - v ~ Ус'1 \ 
2 - Z - ZC.I 

One should remember that underlining indicates a vector, and that over-
lining indicates the new co-ordinate system. 
The plane to be determined takes the form 

1 - B 3 rI + B32.Q . 
In general, a transformation of random variables involves also a trans
formation of variances and covariances, and therefore also of weights. 
Since we have for the covariance matrices the relation 

V(x) = V(x); V(y) - V(y); V(z) = V(z) 

it follows that 

W,(x)=W,(x); W2(x) =W 2(x); U^z) = U^z) . 

This implies that there is no need to change the notation W and W? for 
the weight matrices. 

4.3. Minimization procedure 

The generalized least squares expression becomes now 

s - [(x-pT.w](x-p] + [(2-n)T.wr(2-n)] + [(z-pT.w3(z-?)] 

- 2XT.(|-63].|-832.n) 

The minimization of this expression leads to the condition 

-гт— - 0 -* I .n - 0 
эв32 - -
|f - 0 * 1 - b 3 r I - b 3 2 . n - 0 
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ц - о ^ - х * ^ . * ; 1 . ! 
|i = o.n = i + b32.w-,.x 

Substitution of these expressions for £, Q and Z in the constraint condi

tion yields the relation 

I • y * - < i - b 3 , - 5 - b
3 2 - x > = H * - l 

Ue s u b s t i t u t e t h i s express ion in the condi t ions 

£T.X = 0 and nT-A = 0 

T T - I — — -
(x +b_ Л .W ) .W*. ( г -Ъ- . .х -Ъ- 2 .%) = О 

(ï +ь32-Х .w~ ,).w*.(z-b32.x-b32-2) = 0 

Rearrangement of the f i r s t express ion g ives 

[ x T . W * . x ] . b 3 ] + [ x T . W * . £ b b 3 2 - [xT .W*.z] =-AT . (b3 1-W~1 Л ) 

The right hand side expression is rewritten as 

AT.(-C+x) = (x-f)T.W*.d 

The rearrangement of the second express ion g ives a s i m i l a r r e l a t i o n . 

In t h i s way we obtain the fo l l owing equat ions . 

[ x T . W * . x ] . b 3 | + t x T . W * . 2 l . b 3 2 - tx T .W*.z ]= (x -Ö T .W*.d) 

[2T.w*.x].b31 + [2T.w*.£Lb32 - [2T.w*.z] = (jHj)T.w*-ci) 

Now we have established two equations in the two unknowns b_. and b„„, 

which can be considered as generalized normal equations. 

These equations can be solved with the normal procedures of numerical 

analysis, provided that some preliminary estimates for b, and b_2 are 

known for the calculation of the generalized weighting matrix W* and the 

deviations (x~Ö and (jr-n) - The final solution has to be found by an 

iteration procedure. 
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4.4. Iteration procedure 

In the case of the establishment of a three-dimensional calibration equa
tion, where the unknowns occur in a linear way, one can perform an itera
tion procedure along the following lines. 
1. Calculate the unweighted centre of gravity. 
2. Transform all co-ordinates making this centre of gravity to the new 

origin. 
3. Establish the normal equations for the coefficients in the equation for the re

gression plane of z on x and y, by means of the ordinary least squares procedure. 
[х*.х].Ь_. + [x .2]-b_„ = [x .z] 
—T T — —T — 
[У. .x].b3) + li .y.].b32 = [jr .z] 

4. Solve this system of equations for the unknowns b and b « (see section 5). 
5. Calculate the weighting matrix W*. 
6. Calculate the values £ and n» 
7. Establish the generalized normal equations and calculate new values for 

b_ and b__. 

8. Calculate the generalized sums of squares. 

9. Perform a (re)calculation of the weighting matrix W*. 

10. Perform a (re)calculation of the generalized centre of gravity. 

11. Recalculate the transformed co-ordinates. 

12. Perform the steps 5 to 8. 

13. Iterate steps 9 to 12 until the values of the parameters b_ and b~„ 

and the generalized sum of squares S have reached the required con

vergence. (However, convergence is not guaranteed, see section 3.3). 

4.5. Generalized sum of squares 

The generalized sum of squares 

s= [(H) T.w,.(H)] + [(rn)T-Wr(rn)] + [(H)
T.W3.(z-£)] 

can be transformed using the relations 

¥~5 = -b32'Ï2 '-

into 
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2 -T - 1 - 2 -T - 1 - T - l 
b 3 1 .A .Wj Л + Ь М Л .W2 Л + А 1 .Ы3 Л 

ХТ .[Ь* i f 1 + b^„.W_I + wl ' j .A = AT . (W*)_ , .A — л —i j ^ =2 = J — — = — 

S . = AT.d = d.W*.d min - - — = — 

4 . 6 . Formulae for var iances 

A . 6 . 1 . V a r i a n c e s of the_centre of grav i tv 

We s p l i t up the t o t a l sum of squares in three independent contr ibut ions 

S ^ = S + S + S t o t x у z 

respectively concerned with the weighted sum of squares in the three indepen
dent directions. The generalized centre of gravity is defined by taking into 
account the weighting matrix W*. E.g. we defined {sue section 4.1) 

xc = [lT.W*.x] . [IT.W*.I]_1 

Therefore we define 

s2(xc) = [(x-pT.W*.(x-p] . [гГ^Л]" 1 / (n-3) 

s2(yc)=[(v-n)T.W*.(v-rj)] . [iV.l]" 1 / (n-3) 

s2(yc) = [<z-0T.W*.(z-p] . tl^W*.!]"1 / (n-3) 

^i^i^^Vajria^cejjJl^the^Earameters 

The general ized normal equation has a general representa t ion as 

L . b = R 

where L denotes a compound left hand side matrix, and R a compound right 
hand side vector. 
With these symbols the solution for the parameter vector b can generally 
be written as 

b = L_,.R . 
— 3 

The covariance matrix of the parameters b will then have the general form 

V(b) - L~' . 

S . 
mm 

or 
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5. NUMERICAL PROBLEMS 

The solution of the generalized normal equations by the classical way, using 

direct inversion of matrices, can sometimes have important numerical dis-

advantages. Also the inner products of the type [x*.W*.yJ may have, when the 

matrix of the coefficients is ill conditioned, a low numerical precision, 

due to machine rounding of very small values. When values smaller than 

the machine precision are rounded, this can have appreciable influence 

on the eigenvalues of the matrix and on the rank of the matrix, especially 

when the number of parameters is increasing. Therefore in the numerical 

analysis other methods have been developed, which use some type of ortho

gonal decomposition of the matrix under consideration. 

For information on these procedures, such as 

- the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization; 

- the orthogonal Householder transformation; 

- the fast Givens transformation, 

the reader is referred to handbooks for numerical analysis. 

In this respect it is to be remembered that all covariance matrices are 

symmetrical positive definite matrices, so that orthogonal decomposition 

will not offer mathematical difficulties. 
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APPENDIX. 

Example for calibration curve 

Since calibration data with covariance matrix information are hardly 
published, we took as example here a real measurement situation in which 
variance information was readily available. 
The example refers to the calibration of an NDA equipment (the PHONID-III 
device) for the determination of the mass of 

2 35ц 
in low enriched uranium 

samples. The numerical data were kindly supplied by Dr. P. Dell'Oro (JRC, 
Ispra); for more information on these measurements see ref. [2]. 
Let x = 235U mass in UO2 pellets with 10.2Z enrichment (shown in fig. 4 

of ref.[2]); 
у = net counting rate with PHONID-III. 

The input data for the calibration run under consideration are given in 
table Al. The standard deviation of x is based on experimental uncer
tainties in the mass determination. The standard deviation of у is based 
on a simplified model, in which Poissonian statistics is applied and in 
which it is assumed that the background counting rate is smaller than the 
counting rates of the normalization sample and of the measured samples. 
In fact, the following formula was used 

s(y.) - / С. +С. /C 
'l I D О 

where C. * recorded count on the measured sample; 
C, » recorded count for the background; 
С = recorded count on the normalization sample, о T 

For the sake of simplicity (and of time) we neglected in this study the 
correlations between the co-ordinates of different points. 
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Table Al. Input data for a typical calibration run for PHONID-III. 

number 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

X 

1.S00 

2.200 

4.000 

4.100 

4.300 

5.395 

10.789 

12.300 

15.100 

20.900 

21.200 

21.579 

25.900 

32.369 

32.900 

34.100 

36.100 

36.100 

37.100 

53.700 

64.288 

96.431 

104.200 

! 
у 

I 
0.03250 1 
0.03917 

0.07264 

0.07403 

0.07472 

0.09208 

0.18722 

0.21208 

Э.26306 

0Л5139 

0. '5736 

0.36611 

0.42597 

0.54458 

0.54514 

0.55861 

0.59847 

0.59625 

0.61236 

0.84583 

1.04042 

1.54069 

1.70486 

к 

s(x) 

0.0796 

O.0928 

0.1193 

0.1205 

0.1209 

0.1745 

0.2553 

0.2114 

0.2405 

0.2899 

0.2932 

0.3858 

0.3304 

0.5083 

0.3955 

0.4022 

0.4026 

0.4231 

0.5678 

0.5689 

0.8650 

1.2725 

1.1862 

! 
s(y) ! 

0.00122 

0.00142 

0.00163 

0.00164 

0.00164 

0.00473 

0.00518 

0.00232 

0.00252 

0.00285 

0.00287 

0.00594 

0.00310 

0.00661 

0.00345 

0.00348 

0.00317 

0.00358 

0.00586 

0.00420 

0.00819 

0.00953 

0.00586 
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The situation about the N data points is shown in figure 1. 

The following expressions for the calibration curve have been considered: 

- the linear relation y = b,+b2.x, representing the orthonogal regression 

line; 

- the linear relation y=bj+b2.x, determined with the assumption that the 

variances in X£ and ŷ  are independent; 

- the quadratic relation у=Ь|+Ь2.х+Ьз.х2, determined with the assumption 
that the variances in x^ and y^ are independent; 

b? 
- the power function y=bj.x , determined with the assumption that the 
variances in XJ and ŷ  are independent; 

b? 
- the function y = bj.x ̂ +Ьз-
The parameters for these four models were determined with and without taking 
the variances of the co-ordinates into account. The main results of in
terest for the comparison are listed in the next table A2. 
There the following notation has been used: 
v = coefficient of variation; 
to2 = minimum sum of squares divided by the number of degrees of freedom; 
к = unknown multiplication factor; 

"dx= ]/^-Хт1У^)2/М; 
i=l 
N 

d = I (<y --У -)/y -)2/N. у .L, Jci ;mi Jci i=l 

From the results the following conclusions valid for this numerical 
example can be drawn. 
1. From the four models considered the power function models show the 

smallest variation coefficients of the parameters, and also the 
smallest values for d and d . 

x у 
2. When the variances are taken into account in the comparison of the 

models, we observe that also the goodness-of-fit parameter ш2 is 
smallest for the power function. 

3. When comparing the power function model with and without variance 
information, we observe that, when the variance information is taken 
into account, we obtain better results, i.e. the parameters have 
smaller uncertainties and the deviations d and d are smalltr. 

x у 
The important overall conclusion is, that the introduction of variance 
information in the data analysis improved the quality of the calibration curve. 



Table A2 . Results of curve fitting with uncertainties in x- and у dir ection. 

1 

fitting function 

function: y = bj+b2-x 
with orthogonal regression 

function: y = bj+b2<x 
with independent 
variances in variables 

function: y=b|+Ь2.х+Ьз>х 
with independent variances 

bo function: y=b..x 
with independent variances 

b? function: y = b|.x +b 

uncertainties s(x^) and з(у£> unknown 

v(b,) 
(in %) 

34.41 

28.44 

44.15 

2.58 

5.09 

v(b2) 
(in %) 

0.50 

0.50 

1.58 

0.62 

1.10 

v(b3) 
(in Z) 

293 

84 

к.ш2 

2.40 

2.40 

2.50 

2.44 

2.40 

dx (in %) 

1.99 

2.06 

1.85 

0.90 

1.35 

dy 
(in %) 

1.94 

1.98 

1.78 

0.85 

1.28 

uncertainties s(x£) and s(y^) known 

v(b|) 
(in %) 

29.49 

22.96 

32.01 

1.69 

3.25 

v(b2) 
(in %) 

0.57 

0.57 

u.98 

0.48 

0.83 

v(b3) 
(in %) 

41.30 

30.71 

o.2 

1.58 

1.58 

1.29 

0.95 

0.99 

dx 
(in %) 

1.13 

1.41 

1. 14 

0.80 

0.86 

5y 
(in 7.) 

1.08 

0.83 

0.64 

0.42 

0.47 
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Example for calibration plane 

The second example refers to the SAM-2 calibration data from Ch. Beets 

et al., which were reconsidered by W. Liggett [3]. 

The starting data are listed in table A3. 

Table A3. Input data for a calibration run for SAM-2. 

Batch 
Identifier Enricjmient 

1 
1-
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
11 
12 
12 

1.899 
1.899 
2 
2, 
2, 
2. 
2. 
3. 
3. 
3. 
3. 
3. 
3. 
3. 
3. 
3. 
3. 

320 
439 
670 
800 
915 
020 
196 
428 
602 
602 
602 
779 
779 
779 
972 

3.972 

186 keV 
Channel 

214900 
213400 
241100 
248700 
265700 
274400 
279300 
286700 
296400 
314700 
325300 
325600 
323900 
334700 

347500 
346800 

Background 
Channel 

»il50 
90870 
90510 
91120 
92370 
93260 
92430 
92340 
83630 
91390 
89230 
90320 
90480 
87810 

88710 
87910 

We apply the model 

Z = a + bX + cY 

2 35, 
where Z = enrichment in per cent; 

X = number of counts of 185.7 keV peak of ~""U; 

Y = number of counts of background. 

The variances of the X- and Y. measurements can be derived from the counting 

statistics. The covariances between X^ measurements and between Y^ meas

urements are taken equal to zero, since the measurements are independent. 
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Below we list some numerical results for the cases that the uncertainties 
in X and Y are unknown and known. 

Table AA. Results for plane fitting with uncertainties in X and Y direction. 

1 
1 
1 
1 

for Z = a+bX+cY ! 
I [ 

for Д = (Z -Z )/Z m c' m 

for w2 = x2/v 

for the 
correlation matrix 

with unknown uncertainties 

a = -0.59064 
b = 0.1533!х10-ц 

с = -0.8669l*10~5 

v(a) = 43.4Z 
v(b) - 0.65Z 
v(c) = 30.4Z 

|Д| = 36.9Z 
s(A) = 23.77Z 

-

/1.000 > 
0.566 1.000 
V-Q640 0.996 1.000, 

with known uncertainties 

a = -0.61863 
b = 0.15355xl0"" 
с = -0.84376xlO"5 

v(a) = 40.9% 
v(b) = 0.55Z 
v(c) = 31.6Z 

|л| = 37.1Z 
s(u> = 23.31Z 

ш2 = 0.449 

Л.000 N 
0.434 1.000 
^0507 0.997 1.000, 

Taking into account the uncertainties in the X and Y observations 
gives some slight improvement in this case. 


